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Abstract
In our presentation, we give an overview about the spaced-words approach that we developed during
the last years. Spaced words are words with wild-chard characters at certain positions defined
by a binary pattern P of match and don’t-care positions. We show that standard word-based
approaches to sequence comparison can be improved if spaced words are used instead of contiguous
words. To find suitable patterns, we implemented a program called rasbhari that optimizes patterns
for alignment-free sequence comparison and database searching. Most recently, we developed a
Filtered Spaced Words approach that accurately estimates phylogenetic distances between genomic
sequences. In this approach, we identify matching spaced words between a pair of genomic sequences
and estimate distances based on the nucleotides aligned to each other at the don’t-care positions.
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1. Introduction
Sequence alignment is usually the first step in DNA and protein sequence analysis.
With the huge amount of sequence data that are now available, however, alignment
programs are often too slow. Therefore, fast alignment-free methods are increasingly
used for genome comparison and phylogeny reconstruction; developing alignmentfree methods has become an active area of research in bioinformatics [1]. While
alignment-free methods are usually less accurate than traditional, alignment-based
methods, they are much faster as they essentially run in linear time. Most alignmentfree algorithms represent sequences by word-frequency vectors and apply standard
distance measures on vector spaces to calculate a pairwise distances between sequences
[2, 3, 4, 5]. Phylogenetic trees can then be calculated from these distance matrices
by applying the usual distance-based methods for phylogeny reconstruction.

2. Spaced Words
Database search programs such as BLAST [6] could be substantially improved by
using spaced seeds – i.e. word matches with possible mismatches at certain pre-defined
mismatch positions – instead of contiguous word matches that have been originally
used [7]. Inspired by these approaches, we proposed to use spaced words for alignmentfree sequence comparison and phylogeny reconstruction. That is, we consider words
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containing wildcard characters at fixed positions, according to an underlying pattern
P of match and don’t care positions [8]. In a first implementation of our approach,
we used one single pattern P . For a given set of input DNA or protein sequences,
we calculated pairwise distances based on the spaced-word frequency vectors of the
sequences with respect to the selected pattern P . In a follow-up paper [9], we used
a more efficient algorithm to compare the spaced-word composition of sequences
and extended our approach to using sets P = {P1 , . . . , Pm } of randomly generated
patterns Pi of a fixed length and number of match positions, instead of a single
pattern P . In this multiple-pattern version of our approach, spaced-word frequencies
are then calculated and compared with respect to all patterns in the set P; we define
the distance between two sequences as the average distance over all distance values
calculated from individual patterns Pi ∈ P that are calculated as in our previous
single-pattern approach.
We evaluated this multiple-pattern approach by applying it to phylogeny analysis.
For a given set P of patterns, we tested two different approaches to calculate
pairwise distances between the input sequences based on their (multiple) spacedword-frequencies, namely the Euclidean distance and the Jensen-Shannon distance
[10]. The resulting distance matrices were used as input for Neighbour Joining [11]
to generate trees, and we compared the resulting tree topologies to trusted reference
topologies using the Robinson-Foulds distance [12]. As benchmark data sets, we used
simulated and real-world DNA and protein sequences.
We could show that our new multiple-pattern approach produces much better
phylogenies than the previously implemented single-pattern approach and is also
superior to established alignment-free methods that are based on contiguous words.
On some data sets, the quality of our results was even comparable to trees that
were obtained with traditional alignment-based approaches. Also, we could show
empirically that distance values calculated with our multiple-pattern program are
statistically more stable than distances based on the previous single-pattern approach
which were, again, more stable than distances based on the frequencies of contiguous
words. In a subsequent paper [13], we studied the statistical behaviour of our
spaced-word-based distance functions in detail and showed analytically why spacedword-based distances are statistically more stable than distances calculated from
contiguous words and why, in turn, the new multiple-pattern version of spaced words
is more stable than the previous single-pattern approach.

3. rasbhari
The performance of pattern-based approaches such as spaced words depends on the
underlying patterns. In a recent paper [14], we showed that the overlap complexity
of a pattern set that has been introduced by Ilie and Ilie [15] is closely related to
the variance of the number of matches between two evolutionarily related sequences
with respect to this pattern set. We proposed a modified hill-climbing algorithm
to optimize pattern sets for database searching, read mapping and alignment-free
sequence comparison of nucleic-acid sequences; the implementation of this algorithm
is called rasbhari. Depending on the application at hand, rasbhari can either minimize
the overlap complexity of pattern sets, maximize their sensitivity in database searching
or minimize the variance of the number of pattern-based matches in alignment-free
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sequence comparison. We showed that, for database searching, rasbhari generates
pattern sets with slightly higher sensitivity than existing approaches. In spaced words,
pattern sets calculated with rasbhari led to more accurate estimates of phylogenetic
distances than the randomly generated pattern sets that we previously used. Finally,
we used rasbhari to generate patterns for short read classification with CLARK-S
[16]. Here too, the sensitivity of the results could be improved, compared to the
default patterns of the program.

4. Filtered Spaced-Words Matches
Most recently, we applied the spaced-words concept in an approach called Filtered
Spaced Word Matches (FSWM) to estimate phylogenetic distances between large
genomic sequences. For a binary pattern P , FSWM rapidly identifies spaced wordmatches between input sequences, i.e. gap-free local alignments with matching
nucleotides at the match positions and with mismatches allowed at the don’t-care
positions. The program then estimates the number of nucleotide substitutions per
site by considering the nucleotides aligned at the don’t-care positions of the identified
spaced-word matches. To reduce the noise from spurious random matches, FSWM
uses a filtering procedure where spaced-word matches are discarded if the overall
similarity between the aligned segments is below a threshold. We showed that this
approach can accurately estimate substitution frequencies even for large, distantly
related sequences that cannot be analyzed with existing alignment-free methods;
phylogenetic trees constructed with FSWM distances are of high quality. A program
run on a pair of eukaryotic genomes of a few hundred Mb each takes a few minutes.
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